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Transfer of patterned ion-cut silicon layers
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The technique of transferring patterned ion-cut layers from one Si wafer to another was
demonstrated. The starting silicon wafer was masked with checkerboard and line patterns with a 3
mm thick polymethylmethacrylate/photoresist and was implanted with 531016 H1 ions/cm2 at 150
keV. After stripping off the mask, the wafer was bonded to an oxide-coated receptor wafer through
low-temperature direct wafer bonding. Heat treatment of this bonded pair showed that the
hydrogen-induced silicon surface layer cleavage~ion cut! could propagate throughout about
16mm316mm of nonimplanted material with implanted regions only 4mm wide. Mask width,
spacing, and implantation profiles through the mask shape were shown to have effects on the
internal microfracturing mechanisms. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Three-dimensional electronic device integration offe
significant opportunities for future system improvement
microprocessors and memories.1,2 This prospect might be
implemented with the hydrogen-induced silicon layer cle
age process, which has already been reported for capa
patterns~passive devices!.3 To cleave the implanted layer,
minimum dose of a few times 1016/cm2 of implanted hydro-
gen is needed.4 This large dose of hydrogen most likely wi
damage the devices fabricated on the silicon prior to
ion-cut process. In this study, we introduce a patterned
cut process in which active regions of the wafer are protec
from the hydrogen implantation.

In this study, Czochralski-grown,~100!, n-type (r
55 – 50V cm), 100 mm silicon wafers were used. The
donor wafer was coated with a layer of KTI 950K 9% pol
methylmethacrylate~PMMA! and a layer of Shipley 1400-3
photoresist with a total thickness of 3mm, followed by pat-
terning of various sizes of squares and lines for the impl
tation mask with different openings for the hydrogen impla
tation ~see Fig. 1!. This patterned wafer was then implante
with H1 ions at 150 keV with a dose of 531016 cm22. Dur-

FIG. 1. Implantation mask patterns~a!–~f!. The shaded regions are the io
masks. Due to limitations of lithography, the actual size of the ion mask
smaller than those shown. Please refer to Figs. 3, 4, and 5 for details.
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ing implantation, the wafer was kept at ambient temperatu
A 3 mm thick ion mask layer~including PMMA and the
photoresist! was applied to prevent the hydrogen ions fro
reaching the silicon wafer surface, resulting in hydrogen-
implantation only in the openings. After the implantation, t
ion mask was removed by oxygen plasma ashing. To de
mine the cracking temperature, the patterns were anneale
temperatures from 400 to 600 °C in forming gas for 5 m
after the removal of the ion mask. It was found that blisteri
occurred between 500 and 550 °C. It was clear under
microscope that all the blisters were confined to the i
planted regions. This observation confirms the effectiven
of the implant mask for the protected regions.

On the receptor wafer, a layer of thermal oxide 200 n
thick was grown. The two wafers were bonded directly fac
to-face at room temperature or at slightly elevated tempe
ture after standard RCA cleaning of the implanted wafer. T
bonded pair was then heated in a rapid thermal annealer
cracking took place, typically, between 500 and 550 °C. T
process enables the transfer of a silicon layer with an ave
thickness of 1.3mm from the donor wafer to the recepto
wafer. Figure 2 shows schematically the patterned ion-
process flow.

Figures 3 and 4 show optical micrographs and atom

is

FIG. 2. Process flow for patterned ion cut. Note the effect of the slope of
ion mask near the edge on the hydrogen distribution. The inclined distr
tion of implanted H near the edge of the ion mask induces the inclined in
ion cut shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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force micrographs~AFM! of the surface topography of th
transferred layer surfaces, respectively. In Fig. 3, the reg
with larger roughness are the nonimplanted areas. It sh
be pointed out that the rough regions were smaller than
measured photoresist mask boundaries after implanta
For example, in pattern~c! the area of the ion mask wa
measured to be about 16mm316mm @also see Fig. 4~c!#,
while the rough area is only 14mm314mm. Each pattern
used in the experiment, except~f!, was successfully cleaved
As shown in Fig. 4, the topography of most of these patte

FIG. 3. Optical micrographs of transferred silicon layer surfaces. The n
implanted regions are successfully transferred to the receptor wafer, e
pattern~f!. In ~f!, the exfoliation went all the way down to the SiO2 surface.
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shared a common feature in that the AFM scan show
similar exfoliation curve, except for patterns~a! and~f!. This
phenomenon was further studied using scanning electron
croscopy~SEM! on the transferred layer of pattern~b! ~see
Fig. 5!.

There are two dominant features of the nonimplan
areas for pattern~b!, as shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!; corre-
sponding cross-sectional images are shown in Figs. 5~c! and
5~d!, respectively. The cross-sectional view showed that
thickness of the exfoliated layer in the implanted regions w
about 1.3mm, in good agreement with the projected range

-
ept

FIG. 5. SEM micrographs of ion mask pattern~b! after exfoliation.~a! and
~b! are taken at a tilt angle of about 70 °.~c! and ~d! are cross-sectiona
images, corresponding to~a! and ~b!, respectively. These two kinds of ex
foliation are the dominant features for pattern~b!.
the average
one
FIG. 4. Silicon layer thickness vs horizontal position around the nonimplanted region using an AFM scan. The nonimplanted areas are shaded, and
thickness of the silicon overlayer is shown as thin lines. For each sample, the scanned distance was 22mm across the exfoliated areas. The scanning was d
in the high-resolution mode. The horizontal scale was chosen to show the entire scanned distance. All units are in micrometers.
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1.3 mm predicted by theTRIM96 code. In the nonimplanted
regions, the exfoliation was initiated along the ion mask ed
and propagated horizontally for 1–2mm, and cleaved down
ward ~towards the Si layer surface! to a depth of about 0.2–
0.3 mm, followed by three competing tendencies:~i! the ex-
foliation went upward and the cuts merged near the cente
the implanted region@Figs. 4~b!–4~e! and Figs. 5~a!–5~c!#;
~ii ! the exfoliation went across the~100! plane @Figs. 5~b!
and 5~d!#; and ~iii ! occasionally the exfoliation continue
downwardly and went all the way down to the SiO2 surface
@Fig. 4~f!#. In this case, the nonimplanted Si region did n
transfer to the receptor wafer. In Fig. 4~a!, the downward
cleave was not as obvious as the others.

We have explained these internal fracture propaga
observations with the following scenarios. First, stress loc
ization from the cleavage front due to blistering of the s
rounding implanted region propagates the crack on the cle
age plane inward. The initial downward motion can
attributed to the fact that the ion mask had a finite slope
to resist exposure, development, and implantation eros
Implantation through a sloped mask brings the band of
planted hydrogen towards the surface, resulting in the in
downward cut~see Fig. 2!. The implanted hydrogen tends t
form platelets primarily on~100! and occasionally on the
~111! planes,5 however, the favored cleavage planes of s
con crystal are the~111! planes. These two conflicting fac
tors then determine the exfoliation directions in our case.
believe that near the implanted edge the majority of the~100!
platelets tend to trigger exfoliation along the~100! plane,
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while the existence of the~111! platelets and the~111!
planes, being the cleavage planes, are the driving force
the upward or downward cut. It is unclear why the upwa
exfoliation is preferred rather than the downward exfoliati
at the present time. Further study is needed to fully und
stand this phenomenon.

In summary, we have demonstrated a technique of tra
ferring patterned ion-cut layers, which can be useful
three-dimensional chip integration or layer transfer te
niques. Square and line patterns were successfully tr
ferred to the receptor wafer. As shown in this wor
16mm316mm of the masked area can be cleaved by i
planting hydrogen in only 4mm of the opening region
around it.
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